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April Raine was married and pregnant at eighteen, divorced ten years later, and has struggled to

provide for her children. Now a successful businesswoman, she accepts a challenge from a daytime

talk show to compete in a thirty-day battle of the sexes. April is up against a television psychologist

who claims her organization hurts the very people she alleges to help. Dr. Jefferson Prentiss,

television's Dr. Jeff, is haunted by the loss of his wife and newborn son, and by his role in their

deaths. To atone, he's dedicated his professional life to the ideals of family. The talk show challenge

presents him with the opportunity to prove not only the sagacity of his self-help book, but the

inherent danger of paying strangers to perform those family tasks that should be done out of love

and nurture.Once inside an isolated cabin filled with videotaping equipment, April and Jeff learn

from each other, tackle their demons, and discover a new awareness between them: love.
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If I hear that name or another quote of hers.... EVER... it will be far too soon. This book had

potential, however, all of the references to Ms Davis and all of the endless blushing were a complete

bore to me.



After reading Gina Ardito's NOBODY'S BUSINESS, I had to read her other "nobody" books. I wasn't

disappaointed. Wonderful characters and seemingly unsolvable conflicts, with deep insights into the

human psyche. And don't forget the happy ending. I loved this book as well as NOBODY'S

PERFECT. Now I have to go find her other books.

This story is kinda cute in the sense that it has a 50s reality TV show spirit. The romance towards

the end seems rushed for my liking, but I really appreciated the story. It seems so tangible and well

thought. While reading this book, I kept thinking how this story would play out in the real world, like

on a cable TV network like TBS, TNT, OWN, or WE. Then again, this story could easily turn into a

Lifetime movie. While this might off put some people, I think that this story plays well into the book's

title and has a profound outlook on the novel's main character. This is definitely praise to the author,

Gina, who really opened this romance book series with a bang! Cant't wait to read the others!

If you read Gina Ardito's bio, you'll immediately feel connected to her and it's the same with the

characters in Nobody's Darling! I had a hard time putting the book down because I found myself

really identifying with each character (even the ones you wanted to be mad at).Gina cleverly tells a

tale that pulls you in and makes you laugh and sometimes cry. I loved the "peek" inside the world of

reality TV while the humor and real life emotions played out.The character development was well

done and I am looking forward to reading the other books in the series. Can't wait to see what the

other sisters are dealing with.

This book was heartfelt and entertaining. I don't read many romance books because the characters

are always so unbelievably perfect, but the idea of these characters having to take part in a reality

TV show was intriguing. It turns out both of the main characters were likeable and interesting and I

very much enjoyed how the author switched back and forth between their thought processes. As the

mother of a special needs child I could relate to the struggle, and I felt it added a special touch. This

book would have ended up as a typical sweet and unrealistic romance if not for the serious

underlying issues the heroine is dealing with. I found it a bit tougher to relate to the hero's angst but

still, it kept him human. It made me laugh some and tear up some, but wasn't so deep that I couldn't

dive in anytime I got a minute to read it. Enjoyed!

Gina Ardito manages to mix tears and laughter with romance in a way that makes it impossible to



put her books down until you reach the very end. She is a writer whose characters have real

problems and real emotions and she helps them to deal with them with love and laughter. If you

haven't read one of her books yet, then start with Nobody's Darling.

I love all the kindle books, I read nightly and enjoy a quick escape. Thank you for getting me back

into books! I sent a kindle to my young granddaughter and she is now reading more then ever and

improving at school as well!

Just what you want in a romance. I was doubtful when he started using psychotherapy approaches

on her but the author finally pulled it together. Another one of those nights I could not go to bed until

I finished a book!
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